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Imagery, as a cognitive strategy, can improve affective responses during moderate-intensity exercise. The effects of imagery at higher intensities of exercise have not been examined. Further, the effect of imagery use and activity in the frontal cortex during exercise is unknown. Using a crossover design (imagery and control), activity of the frontal cortex (reflected by changes in cerebral hemodynamics using near-infrared spectroscopy) and affective responses were measured during exercise at intensities 5% above the ventilatory threshold (VT) and the respiratory compensation point (RCP). Results indicated that imagery use influenced activity of the frontal cortex and was associated with a more positive affective response at intensities above VT, but not RCP to exhaustion ($p < .05$). These findings provide direct neurophysiological evidence of imagery use and activity in the frontal cortex during exercise at intensities above VT that positively impact affective responses.
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How an individual feels (pleasure/displeasure) during exercise is an important factor for exercise adherence and participation (for a recent review, see Ekkekakis, Parfitt, & Petruzzello, 2011). This affective response, a construct underlying core affect (Russell, 1980), can be positive or negative and has been shown to significantly predict future exercise behavior in both adolescents (Schneider, Dunn, & Cooper, 2009) and adults (Williams et al., 2008; Williams, Dunsiger, Jennings, & Marcus, 2012). A causal link between affective responses, recognized as a possible adjunct measure of exercise intensity (Garber et al., 2011), and adherence to exercise has been fueled by evidence toward a dose–response relationship between the intensity of exercise (standardized to gas exchange thresholds; GETs) and affective responses (Ekkekakis, 2003).

Research has established that affective responses are variable at exercise intensities around the ventilatory threshold (VT; the point of transition from aerobic to anaerobic metabolism), with some individuals reporting a positive and others a negative response (Ekkekakis, Hall, & Petruzzello, 2008; Rose & Parfitt, 2010). Above the VT, proximal to the respiratory compensation point (RCP; the point at which a physiological steady state can no longer be maintained and metabolic acidosis occurs and leads to exhaustion), affective responses are uniformly negative (Ekkekakis, Hall, & Petruzzello, 2004; Parfitt, Rose, & Burgess, 2006; Rose & Parfitt, 2007; Welch, Hulley, Ferguson, & Beauchamp, 2007).

Individuals experience physical discomfort and negative affective responses (feelings of displeasure) during exercise, especially following a period of sedentary living (Petruzzello, Jones, & Tate, 1997). Cognitive or psychological strategies have the potential to promote positive affective responses (increase feelings of pleasure) during exercise (Blanchard, Rodgers, & Gauvin, 2004; Lind, Welch, & Ekkekakis, 2009; Salmon, Hanneman, & Harwood, 2010).

Imagery is a cognitive strategy that involves recreating experiences using information from all the senses—namely, sight, sound, smell, and touch—stored in the memory (Weinberg, 2008). During exercise, an individual might image themself doing a specific activity (e.g., exercising on a bike) and focus on their senses (e.g., the sound of the wheel spinning, the feeling of their legs pumping) to achieve a specific goal for that activity (e.g., to complete a certain distance). Frequent exercisers have reported using imagery techniques more than less-frequent exercisers for cognitive and motivational purposes, such as for goal attainment and psychological management (Hall, 1995; Hausenblas, Hall, Rodgers, & Munroe, 1999).

The use of imagery techniques during and following moderate-intensity exercise (50% heart rate reserve; HRR) has recently been shown to improve affective responses (Stanley & Cumming, 2010a; 2010b). Based upon Lang’s (1979) bioinformational theory of emotional
imagery, Stanley and Cumming (2010a) examined the effectiveness of technique-, enjoyment-, and energy-focused imagery scripts. Following exercise, affective responses were significantly more positive in participants who used enjoyment-focused scripts and reductions in exhaustion were marginally decreased in participants who used energy-focused scripts (Stanley & Cumming, 2010a). These results support the use of imagery as a suitable cognitive strategy during exercise to help promote a more positive or pleasurable experience. However, the findings from Stanley and Cumming (2010a) are based upon moderate-intensity exercise, where affective responses are frequently reported to be mostly positive (Ekkekakis et al., 2011) and the exercise intensity (50% HRR) was not standardized to individual metabolic markers, such as GETs.

How affective responses are regulated in the brain during exercise and the influence of such cognitive strategies have not yet been investigated. Evidence from brain-imaging studies has shown increased activity in different divisions of the frontal cortex (for example, dorsolateral and ventromedial areas), induced by attempts of active cognitive coping with a negative affective stimulus (Ochsner, Bunge, Gross, & Gabrieli, 2002; Ochsner & Gross, 2008; Phan et al., 2005). The frontal cortex is thought to provide top-down regulation of subcortical structures in the presence of emotional stimuli through active cognitive coping (appraisal or reappraisal) processes. Top-down regulation primarily activates bilateral areas of the frontal cortex. However, positive stimuli have been shown to induce activity in left-lateralized (Kim & Hamann, 2007; Ochsner et al., 2004) and negative stimuli in right-lateralized areas of the frontal cortex (Ochsner et al., 2004). Specifically, activity in the left dorsolateral frontal cortex has been shown to increase during reappraisal and is associated with reduced self-reported negative affect (Ochsner et al., 2002) and activity in the right dorsolateral frontal cortex is increased in attempts to inhibit emotional responses (Beauregard, Levesque, & Bourgouin, 2001). A cognitively driven strategy such as imagery should engage the frontal cortex during exercise at intensities that would otherwise induce a negative affective state (i.e., above VT), and result in a more positive (or less negative) affective response through a top-down regulatory process.

Near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS), a noninvasive optical neuroimaging technique, is an effective tool for examining cerebral hemodynamics in areas on the surface of the frontal cortex and can be used during exercise to provide direct temporal (Huppert et al., 2006) and acceptable spatial resolution (approx. 1 cm; Rooks, Thom, McCully, & Dishman, 2010). NIRS provides a quantitative measure of changes in cerebral oxyhemoglobin (O2Hb), deoxyhemoglobin (HHb), and blood volume (total hemoglobin; tHb = O2Hb + HHb), which reflects functional neuronal activation (Bhambhani, Malik, & Mookerjee, 2007; Ekkekakis, 2009; Ferrari, Mottola, & Quaresima, 2004).

NIRS has been used to study parieto-occipital areas of the cortex and the affective perception of imagery (Köchel et al., 2011) and in combination with electroencephalographic (EEG) methods (Herrmann et al., 2008). This research has successfully replicated findings investigating visual imagery and affective perception using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) methods (Schienle, Schäfer, & Vaillt, 2008; Schienle, Schäfer, & Vaillt, 2009). In recent fMRI work, participants used imagery (kinetic and visual) to imagine themselves walking. This resulted in activation in frontoparietal regions, specifically the right and left dorsolateral prefrontal cortices and the anterior insulae (Cremers, Dessoullieres, & Garraux, 2012; van der Meulen, Allali, Rieger, Assal, & Vuilleumier, 2012). No studies to our knowledge have used NIRS to examine areas of the frontal cortex and imagery use or affective responses to exercise. Therefore, the current study investigates whether imagery use influences activity (reflected by changes in hemodynamics using NIRS) of the dorsolateral region of the frontal cortex (both right and left hemispheres) and affective responses to exercise at intensities (standardized to GETs) above VT (5% above VT) and at RCP to exhaustion.

The following three hypotheses were examined.

1. Affective responses are (a) more positive at exercise intensities above VT than at exercise intensities RCP to exhaustion and (b) more positive in the imagery than in the control condition.
2. Activity of the frontal cortex is greater in the imagery than in the control condition.
3. Activity of the frontal cortex is associated with affective responses to exercise and imagery use.

The study aimed to examine frontal cortex activity of both right- and left-lateralized areas of the frontal cortex during exercise (Hypotheses 2 and 3).

Methods

Participants

Participants (n = 14; age, M = 21.79, SD = 2.15 years; height, M = 173.93, SD = 9.73 cm; body mass, M = 73.22, SD = 18.17 kg) were recruited from a student population. There were equal numbers of males and females and all participants reported partaking >3 hr of moderate physical activity per week. The volunteers read and signed an informed consent form that was approved by the University Ethics Committee and completed a preexercise testing health status questionnaire before participation in the study.

NIRS

Cerebral hemodynamics were measured using NIRS (NIRO 200 Hamamatsu Photonics, Hamamatsu, Japan). The emitter and detector were encased in a rubber holder with a separation distance of 4 cm. A differential path length factor of 5.93 for the adult forehead was used (van der Zee et al., 1992) to provide a measure of concentra-
tion changes in micromolar (µM) units of O₂Hb, HHb, and tHb. Tissue oxygenation index (TOI), percentage ratio of O₂Hb to tHb indicating oxygen availability, was measured using spatial resolved spectroscopy based on the attenuation of light from two light-detector distances (Wolf, Ferrari, & Quaresima, 2007). The probes were placed over the left and right hemispheres (dorsolateral prefrontal cortex areas; midpoint between Fp1-F3 and Fp2-F4 respectively, of the international 10-20 system for EEG electrode placement) and secured to the skin using a double adhesive sticker. Elastic surgical tape and a dark bandage were placed over the holders around the forehead.

Affective Responses

Affective valence (pleasure/displeasure) was measured using the Feeling Scale (Hardy & Rejeski, 1989). The scale is a unidimensional 11-point scale ranging from −5 to +5 with verbal anchors at all odd integers and at the zero point (−5, very bad; −3, bad; −1, fairly bad; 0, neutral; 1, fairly good; 3, good; 5, very good). The simplicity and brevity of the Feeling Scale allows multiple assessments to be made during exercise (i.e., pre-, during, and postexercise) to capture any acute fluctuations in responses. Van Landuyt, Ekkekakis, Hall, & Petruzzello (2000) have previously shown Feeling Scale correlations ranging from 0.51 to 0.88 with the Valance scale of the Self-Assessment Manikin (Lang, 1980). The Feeling Scale corresponds to one of the two dimensions of the circumplex model of feeling states (Russell, 1980) and is recommended to measure basic affect (pleasure/displeasure; see Ekkekakis & Petruzzello, 1999). The Feeling Scale has been successfully used in studies with adolescents (Schneider et al., 2009; Sheppard & Parfitt, 2008), and both active (Ekkekakis et al., 2004, 2008) and sedentary (Lind et al., 2005; Parfitt et al., 2006) adults.

Imagery Script

The imagery script combined enjoyment- and energy-focused imagery in line with previous work by Stanley and Cumming (2010a, 2010b). The authors showed that enjoyment-focused imagery improved individual’s affective responses as it provided the necessary response propositions for a more positive feeling state during exercise at moderate intensities (below VT). Energy-focused imagery, despite having response propositions to increase energy levels thought to impact motivational and emotional responses, did not increase a more positive feeling state any more than imagery without affective content (i.e., technique imagery). However, energy-focused imagery did appear to decrease feelings of physical exhaustion, which would be beneficial for improving feeling states, particularly at higher intensities of exercise (above VT). Therefore, the combination of enjoyment- and energy-focused imagery was used because it should positively influence affective responses during exercise at intensities above VT.

The imagery script was read to each participant by the experimenter (lasting approximately 5 min) as they sat comfortably in a quiet room outside the exercise laboratory. The script required participants to recall a previous exercise situation when they had found exercise enjoyable and when they had felt energized. The use of one’s own personal experience has been shown to be more effective that using a standardized or generic imagery script (Lang, 1979; Wilson, Smith, Burden, & Holmes, 2010). Participants were asked to re-create the feelings and to imagine their previous experience as vividly as possible (e.g., sounds, colors, smells, and people). After recalling how pleasurable and energized they felt, they were instructed to use these memories in the exercise they were about to perform.

The participants were then seated on the recumbent cycle ergometer in the exercise laboratory and the script was read to the participant by the experimenter once again. Excerpts of the imagery scripts were read to the participants every 2–3 min to keep the participants focused on feelings of enjoyment and energy during exercise. In the control condition, participants received no instructions or prompts during exercise and sat comfortably in the quiet room before exercise in place of the imagery script. To check participants’ perceived ability to use imagery and to evaluate their ease of use and the effect of the imagery script during exercise, participants were asked to complete a postexercise imagery script evaluation (see Stanley & Cumming, 2010a). The evaluation uses a 7-point Likert scale to provide a rating of participant’s visual and kinetic abilities (how well the image of exercise was created and how strongly they felt could feel the action of the imagined exercise, respectively), clarity, emotion, energy, and enjoyment evoked from the imagery script. The evaluation scores were used as an indicator of compliance to and effectiveness of the imagery techniques. The relationship between postexercise imagery scores and cerebral hemodynamics in the imagery condition was examined (Hypothesis 3).

Procedures

This study employed a crossover design. Each participant completed a control and experimental (i.e., imagery) condition so that the effect of imagery could be compared between the two sessions. The study required the participants to visit the laboratory on three occasions. On the first visit, participants’ age, height, and weight were recorded. The procedures for the exercise tests were explained and a description of the Feeling Scale was provided. The participants then completed an incremental (20 W/min) exercise test to exhaustion on a recumbent cycle ergometer (Lode Angio BV, Groningen, the Netherlands). Expired gases were collected continuously using a computerized metabolic analysis system (Metalyzer 3B, Cortex Biophysik, Leipzig, Germany). Participants’ individual peak oxygen uptake (VO₂peak), VT, and RCP were determined. The achievement of VO₂peak was verified by (a) a peak or plateau in oxygen
consumption (changes <2 mL·kg\(^{-1}\)·min\(^{-1}\)) with increasing workload and (b) a respiratory exchange ratio of at least 1.10.

The participants returned for a further two sessions: imagery and control (in a randomized, counterbalanced order). Following a 3-min warm-up (50 W), both sessions involved exercising for 10 min at a workload corresponding to 5% above VT (above VT; \(M = 108, SD = 21\) W), followed by 10 min of passive recovery, and then exercise at RCP to exhaustion (\(M = 177, SD = 32\) W). A 10-min duration of exercise at the above VT intensity was chosen to ensure all participants would complete the exercise. Participants reported their affective responses pre- and postexercise, and at 2-min intervals during exercise.

**Data Reduction**

The \(\text{VO}_2\text{peak}\) was determined by the highest 30-s average of oxygen uptake (\(\text{VO}_2\) L/min). The VT was determined using the three-method procedure proposed by Gaskill et al. (2001). This involved agreement in the visual determination of VT using (a) the ventilatory equivalent method, (b) the excess \(\text{CO}_2\) method, and (c) the modified V-slope method. The RCP was determined visually by agreement between plots of minute ventilation over \(\text{CO}_2\) production and ventilatory equivalent of \(\text{CO}_2\) over time (Beaver, Wasserman, & Whipp, 1986). The determination of VT and RCP were verified and checked by two investigators. The participants’ mean \(\text{VO}_2\) values (L/min) as percentages of \(\text{VO}_2\text{peak}\) were 55.3\% (\(SD = 2.6\)) at VT and 84.5\% (\(SD = 2.7\)) at RCP. Corresponding workloads of 5\% above VT and the RCP were determined for exercise in the two conditions (imagery and control).

A 30-s baseline measure of cerebral hemodynamics (\(\text{O}_2\text{Hb}, \text{HHb}, \text{and tHb}\)) was recorded before exercise at each intensity (above VT and at RCP to exhaustion) to control for baseline differences within and between sessions. Baseline measures were subtracted from the data extracted during exercise. Therefore, \(\text{O}_2\text{Hb}, \text{HHb}, \text{and tHb}\) represent the change in the hemodynamic response at selected points during exercise. The TOI is an absolute measure of oxygenation (%); therefore, adjustments for baseline measures were not required.

To standardize data points between participants and enable analysis of the Intensity (above VT and RCP to exhaustion) and Time (selected points during exercise above VT and RCP to exhaustion) factors, percentage duration of exercise was used. The NIRS variables were time aligned with the gas data and 20-s averages were extracted from the associated GETs: point of 5\% above VT and at RCP, followed by 20, 40, 60, 80, and 100\% duration of exercise. The duration of exercise at intensities above VT was 10 min, and the mean from RCP to exhaustion was 9.35 min (\(SD = 5.47\)) in the imagery and 8.43 min (\(SD = 4.02\)) in the control condition. Affective responses were expressed as a percentage of the duration of exercise to include pre- and postexercise measures at intensities above VT and RCP to exhaustion: preexercise, GET, 20, 60, 100\%, postexercise.

**Statistical Analyses**

The independent variable was the enjoyment- and energy-focused imagery script. The dependent variables were self-reported affective responses, changes in cerebral hemodynamics (measured using NIRS), and scores from the postexercise imagery evaluation.

To examine Hypothesis 1, a Condition (2; imagery and control) \(\times\) Intensity (2; above VT and RCP to exhaustion) \(\times\) Time (6; preexercise, GET, 20, 60, 100\%, postexercise) analysis of variance (ANOVA) with repeated measures was conducted on the affective responses. To examine Hypothesis 2, separate Condition (2; imagery and control) \(\times\) Hemisphere (2; right and left) \(\times\) Time (6; preexercise, GET, 20, 40, 60, 80, 100\%) ANOVAs with repeated measures were conducted on each of the NIRS variables (\(\text{O}_2\text{Hb}, \text{HHb}, \text{tHb}\) and TOI) at each of the exercise intensities (above VT and RCP to exhaustion). Finally, to examine Hypothesis 3, Pearson’s bivariate correlation analysis was used to examine the relationships between cerebral hemodynamics, affective responses, and postexercise imagery evaluation scores (imagery condition only). Greenhouse–Geisser corrections were applied if the assumption of sphericity was not met, and significant main and interaction effects (\(p < .05\)) were followed up using repeated-measures contrasts. Effect sizes associated with \(F\) statistics were expressed as eta squared (\(\eta^2\)) defined as \(\eta^2 \leq .01\) = small; \(\leq .06\) = medium; and \(\geq .14\) = large (Cohen, 1988). All results are reported as means and standard deviations.

**Results**

**Preliminary Analyses**

To ensure the intensity of exercise (indicated by \(\text{VO}_2\) L/min) was the same between the two exercise sessions (imagery and control conditions), and that these were not different from the initial incremental exercise test, a Session \(\times\) Intensity ANOVA with repeated measures was conducted. In this analysis, three intensities were compared: 5\% above VT, RCP, and the end of exercise (exhaustion). The analysis showed that \(\text{VO}_2\) (L/min) at 5\% above VT (\(M = 1.71, SD = 0.38\)), RCP (\(M = 2.49, SD = 0.56\)), and exhaustion (\(M = 2.93, SD = 0.65\)) were significantly different, \(F(1, 18) = 206.58, p < .001, \eta^2 = .90\). No significant main effect of Session, \(F(2, 26) = .18, p > .05, \eta^2 = .00\), or Session \(\times\) Intensity interaction, \(F(4, 52) = .62, p > .05, \eta^2 = .01\), was recorded.

The postexercise imagery evaluation scores indicated participants’ visual (\(M = 5.82, SD = 1.07\)) and kinetic ability (\(M = 5.14, SD = 1.10\)), clarity (\(M = 5.64, SD = 0.84\)), emotion (\(M = 5.50, SD = 0.65\)), energy (\(M = 5.21, SD = 1.48\)), and enjoyment (\(M = 4.64, SD = 1.39\)) evoked from the script.

**Affective Responses Preexercise, During, and Postexercise (Hypothesis 1)**

Significant main effects of Condition, \(F(1, 13) = 29.06, p < .001, \eta^2 = .74\); Intensity, \(F(1, 13) = 61.88, p < .001, \eta^2 = .31\);
and Time, $F(1, 19) = 54.42, p < .001, \eta^2 = .28$, as well as significant Condition $\times$ Time, $F(2, 32) = 9.10, p < .001, \eta^2 = .38$, and Intensity $\times$ Time, $F(2, 26) = 38.17, p < .001, \eta^2 = .52$, interactions were recorded for affective responses. Follow-up tests indicated that relative to the imagery condition, there was a greater decline in affective responses in the control from preexercise to 100% exercise duration (see Figure 1). Affective responses were stable preexercise, during, and postexercise at intensities above VT, but they became more negative from preexercise to 100% duration at intensities at RCP to exhaustion (see Figure 2). More positive affective responses were reported in the imagery ($M = 2.27, SD = 1.42$) compared with the control condition ($M = 1.16, SD = 1.76$), and at intensities above VT ($M = 3.21, SD = 1.26$) compared with RCP to exhaustion ($M = 0.23, SD = 1.59$).
Cerebral Hemodynamics (Hypothesis 2)

Exercise Above VT. A significant main effect of Time, F(1, 18) = 21.76, p < .001, η² = .27, but no significant main effect of condition, F(1, 13) = 3.27, p = .094, η² = .06, was recorded for cerebral O₂Hb. Follow-up tests indicated an increase in O₂Hb from GET to 100% duration of exercise in both conditions (see Table 1).

A significant main effect of Condition, F(1, 13) = 14.70, p = .002, η² = .27, and no significant main effect of Time, F(2, 26) = 2.05, p = .149, η² = .01, was recorded for cerebral HHb. Follow-up tests indicated greater HHb in the right hemisphere (M = 0.02, SD = 0.97 μM) compared with the left (M = –1.07, SD = 1.41 μM) condition.

A significant main effect of Time, F(1, 17) = 21.90, p < .001, η² = .28, was recorded for cerebral tHb. Follow-up tests indicated an increase of tHb from GET to 100% duration of exercise in both conditions (see Table 1). No other significant main effects or interactions were recorded (p > .05).

Exercise RCP to Exhaustion. Significant main effects of Time, F(1, 17) = 16.29, p < .001, η² = .31, and F(2, 21) = 16.61, p < .001, η² = .15, were recorded for cerebral O₂Hb and HHb respectively. Follow-up tests indicated that O₂Hb increased from GET to 80% and remained stable from 80% to 100% duration of exercise. HHb increased from GET to 100% duration of exercise in both conditions (see Table 1).

A significant main effect of Time, F(1, 17) = 28.98, p < .001, η² = .43, and a significant Hemisphere × Time interaction, F(3, 33) = 3.74, p = .026, η² = .092, was recorded for cerebral tHb. Follow-up tests indicated that there was an overall increase of tHb from GET to 100% exercise duration, with a greater increase of tHb in the left compared with the right hemisphere between 40 and 60% duration of exercise (see Table 1).

A significant main effect of Hemisphere, F(1,13) = 4.81, p = .047, η² = .11, was recorded for TOI. There was greater oxygenation (% oxygen availability) within the right (M = 68.0, SD = 5.2) compared with the left (M = 65.9, SD = 6.2) hemisphere. No other significant main effects or interactions were recorded (p > .05).

Imagery Use, Cerebral Hemodynamics, and Affective Responses During Exercise (Hypothesis 3)

At exercise intensities above VT, cerebral HHb of the right hemisphere and affective valance at 100% duration of exercise indicated a significant inverse relationship in the imagery, r = –.55, p = .043, but not the control condition, r = .06, p > .05. The change in TOI of the right hemisphere and affective valance during exercise (GET to 100% duration of exercise) indicated a significant inverse relationship in the control, r = –.60, p = .023, but not the imagery condition, r = –.19, p > .05.

The postexercise imagery evaluation scores of visual and kinetic ability and enjoyment revealed positive relationships with cerebral O₂Hb, HHb, and tHb in the right and left hemispheres which ranged between r = .26 and .68. Significant relationships were shown between visual ability and cerebral HHb, r = .56, p = .036, and tHb, r = .56, p = .036, and kinetic ability and HHb, r = .55, p = .039, in the left hemisphere. The enjoyment evoked from the imagery script was positively associated with cerebral O₂Hb, r = .60, p = .023, and tHb, r = .68, p = .007, in the left hemisphere, and tHb, r = .57, p = .032, in the right hemisphere.

### Table 1  Means (SD) of Cerebral Hemodynamics at Exercise Intensities Above VT and RCP to Exhaustion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intensity and NIRS Measure (μM)</th>
<th>GET</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>40</th>
<th>60</th>
<th>80</th>
<th>100</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Above VT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O₂Hb</td>
<td>3.54 (2.81)</td>
<td>4.55 (3.32)</td>
<td>5.63 (3.25)</td>
<td>6.23 (3.59)</td>
<td>7.07 (3.68)</td>
<td>7.52 (4.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HHb</td>
<td>–0.37 (1.13)</td>
<td>–0.44 (1.06)</td>
<td>–0.54 (1.07)</td>
<td>–0.58 (1.15)</td>
<td>–0.57 (1.25)</td>
<td>–0.67 (1.48)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tHb</td>
<td>3.17 (2.77)</td>
<td>4.11 (3.43)</td>
<td>5.09 (3.36)</td>
<td>5.65 (3.64)</td>
<td>6.50 (3.74)</td>
<td>6.85 (4.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O₂Hb</td>
<td>2.65 (3.87)</td>
<td>4.80 (4.46)</td>
<td>5.96 (4.64)</td>
<td>6.81 (4.91)</td>
<td>7.44 (5.26)</td>
<td>7.69 (5.55)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HHb</td>
<td>1.87 (2.24)</td>
<td>2.36 (2.57)</td>
<td>2.69 (2.67)</td>
<td>2.98 (2.78)</td>
<td>3.22 (2.94)</td>
<td>3.44 (3.15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tHb</td>
<td>4.52 (3.13)</td>
<td>7.16 (3.65)</td>
<td>8.65 (3.70)</td>
<td>9.79 (3.82)</td>
<td>10.65 (4.04)</td>
<td>11.14 (4.17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tHb-RH</td>
<td>4.51 (2.69)</td>
<td>7.12 (3.00)</td>
<td>8.50 (3.01)</td>
<td>9.38 (3.02)</td>
<td>10.39 (3.35)</td>
<td>10.81 (3.13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tHb-LH</td>
<td>4.53 (2.76)</td>
<td>7.20 (3.41)</td>
<td>8.81 (3.42)</td>
<td>10.19 (3.50)</td>
<td>10.92 (3.76)</td>
<td>11.46 (3.95)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Intensities: above VT = 5% above the ventilatory threshold, and RCP to exhaustion = respiratory compensation point (RCP) to end of exercise. Time points: GET = gas exchange threshold (VT and RCP), and percentages of exercise duration thereafter. NIRS measures: O₂Hb = cerebral oxygenation, HHb = cerebral deoxygenation, and tHb = cerebral blood volume. RH = right hemisphere and LH = left hemisphere.

*Main effect of time.

*Time × Hemisphere interaction (p < .05).
Discussion

The present study investigated the influence of enjoyment- and energy-focused imagery on activity of the frontal cortex (reflected by changes in hemodynamics) and affective responses during exercise at standardized intensities: above VT and RCP to exhaustion. Imagery as a cognitive strategy should promote a more pleasurable exercise experience at intensities that may otherwise lead to displeasure by engaging activity in the frontal cortex.

Participants were able to use imagery as indicated by the postexercise imagery evaluation scores (with all means over the midpoint of the scale), which were similar to scores reported in previous work (Stanley & Cumming, 2010a). Consistent with evidence toward the dose–response pattern of affective responses and the intensity of exercise (see Ekkekakis et al., 2011), affective responses at exercise intensities above VT were more positive than those at RCP to exhaustion (Hypothesis 1a). Affective responses reported in the imagery condition were more positive than in the control condition (Hypothesis 1b).

The imagery type used in this study was based on enjoyment and energy response propositions. Enjoyment-focused imagery has been shown to improve affective responses during (Stanley & Cumming, 2010b) and after moderate-intensity exercise (Stanley & Cumming, 2010a). This study extends those findings. With exercise intensity standardized to 5% above VT (M = 59.5, SD = 7.9% HRR) and RCP (M = 84.3, SD = 5.0% HRR), rather than 50% HRR (the intensity set to reflect moderate intensity by Stanley and Cumming, 2010a), the combination of enjoyment- and energy-focused imagery helped to maintain more positive affective responses during exercise. Although there was a decline in affect, as seen in previous studies examining affective responses at (Ekkekakis et al., 2008; Rose & Parfitt, 2010) and above VT (Ekkekakis et al., 2004; Parfitt et al., 2006; Rose & Parfitt, 2007; Sheppard & Parfitt, 2008; Welch et al., 2007) in the imagery condition, the decline was not as steep as that recorded in the control condition. Imagery use (as a cognitive strategy) therefore acted to suppress the decline in affect at exercise intensities above VT.

Functional activity in the dorsolateral region of the frontal cortex reflected by the measured changes in localized cerebral hemodynamics provides some support for the hypotheses set. Cerebral hemodynamics at exercise intensities above VT indicated higher cerebral deoxygenation (reflecting oxygen extraction) and a trend of lower intensities above VT indicated higher cerebral deoxygenation (reflecting oxygen availability; \( p = .094, \eta^2 = .06 \)) across the exercise duration in the imagery compared with the control condition. Despite a similar increase in cerebral blood volume in both conditions, the patterning of oxygenation and deoxygenation indicated increased activity (greater oxygen utilization) of the frontal cortex in the imagery condition at exercise intensities above VT (Hypothesis 2). No differences between the imagery and control conditions were observed at exercise intensities at RCP to exhaustion. These findings indicate differential activation within the region of the dorsolateral frontal cortex due to imagery use during exercise at a physiologically challenging intensity (above VT). However, at higher exercise intensities (RCP to exhaustion), imagery (as a cognitive strategy) had little influence on frontal cortex activity as there were no differences in cerebral hemodynamics similar to those observed at intensities above VT.

Imagery use may have served to engage and maintain activity of the frontal cortex to oppose the potentially aversive state induced by increases in exercise intensity, which influenced the regulation of affective responses. The relationships between cerebral hemodynamics, affective responses, and imagery use (Hypothesis 3) provide some support for this notion. Firstly, more positive affective responses were reported in the imagery condition, which were associated with greater oxygen extraction (deoxygenation), whereas more negative affective responses were reported in the control condition, which were associated with greater oxygen saturation (more oxygen availability) in the right hemisphere. This is in line with research that has shown right-lateralized regions of the frontal cortex are involved in the down-regulation of negative affect (Beauregard et al., 2001; Ochsner et al., 2004). Secondly, higher scores of visual and kinetic ability (shown to occur simultaneously: Cumming & StenMarie, 2001) indicated linear relationships with greater oxygen extraction in the left hemisphere. These moderate correlations provide some support to recent data from fMRI research that has examined dorsolateral prefrontal cortex activation during imagery (Cremers et al., 2012; van der Meulen et al., 2012). Finally, there were no significant correlations between cerebral hemodynamics, affective responses, and imagery use at intensities at RCP to exhaustion. The significant correlations recorded provide some objective evidence to confirm that imagery as a cognitive strategy was associated with increased frontal cortex activity and affective responses during exercise at intensities above VT.

The exact mechanisms to explain how affective responses were influenced at intensities above VT and RCP to exhaustion due to imagery use cannot be precisely determined. The trajectory of affective responses in the Condition × Time interaction indicates imagery may have a buffering effect at the onset of exercise (from preexercise to GET) because beyond GET, the decline between the conditions remains constant until the end of exercise (see Figure 1). Imagery was selected as a cognitive strategy that should engage and maintain frontal activity and influence affective responses through cognitive control mechanisms. It has previously been shown that the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex is involved in the reappraisal (Ochsner et al., 2004) and inhibition (Beauregard et al., 2001) of negative affect. Alternatively, it is possible that imagery use may have simply distracted the individual
through attentional processes from the aversive stimuli. In actively imaging, participant’s focus would be on the imagined feelings and away from the physical discomfort experienced during the actual exercise. These would be appropriate explanations for the intensities above VT. However, the mechanisms to explain the affective responses at exercise intensities at RCP to exhaustion are more speculative. The significant Condition × Time interaction for affective responses suggests that imagery had a small ($\eta^2 = .01$) positive influence irrespective of intensity; however, the dorsolateral area showed no differential hemodynamic activity between the control and imagery conditions. Therefore, imagery was not able to engage the frontal cortex at this intensity. Any influence on affective responses is presumably attributed to other areas of the frontal cortex, such as the anterior cingulate and insula, which are highly involved in physiological and interoceptive awareness (Craig, 2005). In combination with ventrolateral and ventromedial frontal cortex, these areas may have influenced affective responses through a different (lower-order) regulatory mechanism at the higher exercise intensities.

Despite no differences in cerebral hemodynamics between the imagery and control conditions during exercise from RCP to exhaustion, there were changes in cerebral hemodynamics across the exercise duration. Cerebral oxygenation increased until 80% exercise duration and remained stable until exhaustion, whereas cerebral deoxygenation and blood volume increased from RCP to exhaustion. The rise in deoxygenation and the plateau of oxygenation above 80% duration indicated the onset of a hypofrontality response near exhaustion. Transient hypofrontality is a deregulation of prefrontal activation due to the reallocation of metabolic resources to subcortical and motor areas required to meet the intensified demands of the exercise stimulus (Dietrich, 2006).

Asymmetrical hemispheric differences were shown at exercise intensities at RCP to exhaustion. There was lower tissue saturation (less oxygen availability) in the left compared with right hemisphere from RCP to the end of exercise (exhaustion). It is speculated that the lower tissue saturation indicated final cognitive attempts to continue exercising at the challenging intensities. The increase in cerebral blood volume in the left hemisphere between 40 and 60% duration of exercise supports this suggestion (however, the effect size was negligible; $\eta^2 = .002$). Greater tissue saturation (more oxygen availability) within the right hemisphere at exercise intensities at RCP to exhaustion reflected little active engagement of the dorsolateral region of the frontal cortex (as the oxygen was not being used); however, oxygen within the general area may have been required by surrounding structures (i.e., the cingulate and insular cortex) involved in processing the intensified interoceptive input (Woo, Kim, Kim, Petruzzello, & Hatfield, 2009).

The dual-mode model (DMM; Ekkekakis, 2003; Ekkekakis & Acevedo, 2006) can account for the cerebral hemodynamic changes in the frontal cortex and the influence upon affective responses at these different intensities of exercise. The DMM is a framework developed to explain the dose–response pattern of affective responses and the intensity of exercise. The DMM suggests that the interplay between cognitive processes and interoceptive cues, which reflect two types of inputs to the amygdala (one from the frontal cortex and one from subcortical homeostatic afferents), determine affective responses. According to the DMM, the competition between the dual inputs is greatest at intensities around the VT, but above VT and proximal to the RCP, interoceptive cues become increasingly important as the maintenance of a physiological steady state is challenged. It is proposed that active involvement of the frontal cortex is required to suppress aversive stimuli (e.g., negative affect) presumably mediated by the amygdala driven by the intensified interoceptive input. Ekkekakis (2003) suggests that a cognitive strategy would be beneficial at exercise intensities around VT to engage the frontal cortex and uphold cognitive dominance; therefore, a more positive affective response could be maintained. However, the intensified interoceptive input would be too strong at intensities at RCP to exhaustion. Although this study did not measure activity of the amygdala, increased activity in the right hemisphere and the more positive affective responses in the imagery condition suggest that imagery use may have served to down-regulate the potentially aversive state induced by exercise at intensities above VT. However, at intensities at RCP to exhaustion the intensified interoceptive input to subcortical areas is proposed to limit the capacity of the frontal cortex to remain actively engaged and prevents this down-regulation. Imagery appears to have some influence on affective responses at these intensities although no change in cerebral hemodynamics between the conditions was shown. The frontal cortex indicated some hypofrontality, but this occurred just before the end of the exercise (80% duration).

The enjoyment- and energy-focused imagery script used in this study required participants to think about previous exercise experiences. Participants within the current study were actively engaged in exercise and therefore all had experiences to recall, which may have improved their affective valance more than if they had been inactive. It could be the case that individuals with negative or minimal experiences to recall, a most likely scenario for sedentary and inactive populations, may not benefit as much from imagery use. However, if less active participants use imagery in the early stages of exercise participation, it could be argued to not only benefit these individuals by promoting a more positive feeling state (as indicated by Stanley and Cumming, 2010a), but also allow experience to be gained to fully maximize the effectiveness of imagery use during exercise in the later stages of exercise adoption (Cumming & Stanley, 2009).

The duration of exercise at the selected intensities (10 min above VT and RCP to exhaustion) do not truly reflect typical exercise that may be prescribed or undertaken during exercise adoption and maintenance. The intensities were chosen to examine a possible mechanistic notion that imagery as a cognitive strategy could maintain
frontal cortex function and influence affective responses at intensities of exercise that are predominantly aversive. It is necessary for further research to examine the effectiveness of imagery in previously sedentary participants and whether imagery can be used in practice (e.g., in an exercise program structured to meet national guidelines) to help promote more positive affective responses to increase physical activity participation and adherence.

In summary, the current findings provide an insight into the role of the frontal cortex and the relationship between affective responses and the intensity of exercise. The use of enjoyment- and energy-focused imagery helped to engage activity in the dorsolateral region of the frontal cortex and maintain a more positive affective response during exercise at intensities above VT in active participants within a laboratory-based setting. These findings suggest that individuals (active or not) may benefit from using enjoyment- and energy-focused imagery during exercise at intensities around the VT to improve feeling states during exercise, which may positively influence their future exercise behavior.
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